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Abstract 

We study the class of free hyperplane arrangements. Specifically, we investigate the relations between freeness 
over a field of finite characteristic and freeness over !QI. Moreover, we describe the package arrangements for the 
software CoCoA. 

1 Introduction 

An arrangement of hyperplanes is a finite collection of codimension one affine subspaces in a finite dimensional 
vector space. Freeness of an arrangement is a key notion which connects arrangement theory with algebraic 
geometry and combinatorics. We refer to [6] for a comprehensive treatment of the subject. 

The study of free arrangements was started by Saito [9] and a remarkable factorization theorem was proved by 
Terao [11]. This theorem asserts that the characteristic polynomial of a free arrangement completely factors into 

linear polynomials over the integers. This imposes a necessary condition on the structure of the intersection lattice 
for an arrangement to be free. The Terao conjecture is the converse problem, i.e. to understand if the structure of 
the intersection lattice characterize freeness of arrangements. 

We will study the connections between freeness over a field of characteristic zero and over a finite field, and 

to describe in which cases the two situations are related and how. Moreover, we will describe the new package 
arrangements for the free computer algebra software CoCoA. 

These results are part of [7] and [8]. All the computations in the paper are done using the computer algebra 
system CoCoA, see [1], [2], [3] and [8]. 

2 Hyperplane arrangements 

Let K be a field. A finite set of affine hyperplanes A = { H 1 
l , ... ,H叶mK 1s called a hyperplane arrangement. 

For each hyperplane H; we fix a defining polynomial a; E S = S* (Kり=K[x1,... , 叫 suchthatH;= a;-1(0), 

and let Q(A) = IT~=l a;. An arrangement A is called central if each H; contains the origin of K1. 
Let L(A) {n H B C A} b ＝ HEB e the lattice of intersection of A, ordered by reverse mclus10n, 1.e. 

X :S Y if and only if Y i;;; X, for X, Y E L(A). Define a rank function on L(A) by rk(X) = codim(X). L(A) 
plays a fundamental role in the study of hyperplane arrangements, in fact it determines the combinatorics of the 

arrangement. 
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Letμ: L(A)→ Z be the Miibius function of L(A) defined by 

μ(X) = { 1 for X = Kl, 
— LY<Xµ(Y) if X > K1. 

Then the characteristic polynomial of A is defined by 

x(A, t) = Lμ(X)tdim(X). 

XEL(A) 

We denote by Der K'= {区i=l f; 佐 I/; E S} the S-module of polynomial vector fields on K1 (or S-

derivations). Let 8 = Li=l f;8x, E DerK'・Then 8 1s said to be homogeneous of polynonual degreed if 
Ji, ... , fz are homogeneous polynomials of degreed in S. In this case, we write pdeg(8) = d. 

A central arrangement A is said to be free with exponents (e1, ... , 釘） if and only if the module of vector 
fields logarithmic tangent to A, 

D(A) = {8 E DerK, I 8(a;) E〈m〉S,Vi},

is a free S-module and there exists a basisふ，．．．，ふ ED(A) such that pdeg(ふ） = e;, or equivalently D(A)宰

④いS(-e,).If A is free with exponents (e1, ... , ez), we can suppose e1~e2~ ・ ・ ・ ~ 釘， andif A is essential 
then e1 = 1. 

The module D(A) is a graded S-module and we have that D(A) = {8 E DerK, I 8(Q(A)) E〈Q(A)〉S}.
In particular, since the arrangement A is central, then the Euler vector field姪 =Li=l叩佐 belongsto D(A). 
In this case, if the characteristic of K does not divide n, D(A)竺 S・6E① Do(A), where D。(A)= {8 E 

DerK, I 8(Q(A)) = O}. 
In general the exponents of an arrangement depend on the characteristic of K. In fact, we have the following 

example. 

Example 2.1 ([6], Example 4.35) 
Consider the arrangement A in K3 with defining polynomial Q(A) = xyz(x -y)(x + z)(y+ z)(x +y+ z). Then 
A is free for any K, but its exponents depend on the characteristic of K. 

If the characteristic of K is different from 2, then A is free with exponents (1, 3, 3), in fact we can take as 

basis of D(A) the following vector fields 8広 82= x(x + z)(x + y + z)ax + y(y + z)(x + y + z)8y and 
63 = x(x + z)(2y + z)ax + y(y + z)(2x + z)8y. 

If the characteristic of K is 2, then A is free with exponents (1, 2, 4), in fact we can take as basis of D(A) the 
following vector fields紐必 =x況 +y況 +z吼 and妬=x況 +y冗+z4む

Letふ，．．．，ふ ED(A). Then det(ふ(x))・isdivisible by Q(A) J i,J . One of the most famous charactenzatlon 
of freeness is due to Saito [9] and it uses the determinant of the coefficient matrix ofふ，．．．，ふ tocheck if the 
arrangement A is free or not. Notice that the original statement is for characteristic 0, but in [10] Terao showed 
that this statement holds true for any characteristic. 

Theorem 2.2 (Saito's criterion) 
Let A=  {H1, ... ,Hn} b e a central arrangement m K andふ，．．．，ふ ED(A). Then the following facts are 
equivalent 

1. D(A) is free with basisふ，．．．，ふ， i.e.D(A) = S・ふ EB・--EBS・ふ．

2. det(ふ（叫）i,j = cQ(A), where c E K ¥ {O}. 

3. 釘，..., 81 are linearly independent over S and区いpdeg(ふ） =n. 

Freeness has several consequences. For example we recall the following. 
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Theorem 2.3 ([11]) 
Suppose that A is a free arrangement in K1 with exponents (e1, ... , e1). Then 

l 

x(A, t) = IT (t -ei)-
i=l 

The previous theorem imposes a necessary condition on the structure of L(A) for the arrangement A to be 
free. The Terao conjecture is the problem to ask the converse, i.e if the structure of L(A) characterize freeness 
of A. This conjecture is still unsolved. In [12], Yoshinaga gave an affirmative result when K = JFP and l = 3. 
Specifically, he proved the following result. 

Theorem2.4 
Let A be a central arrangement in lF~. Then the following facts hold true. 

1. When IAI 2': 2p, A is free if and only ifx(A,p) = 0. 

2. When IAI = 2p -1, A is free if and only if either x(A,p) = 0 orx(A, t) = (t -l)(t -p + 1)生

3. When IAI = 2p-2, Aisfreeifandonlyifeitherx(A,p) = 0 orx(A,t) = (t-l)(t-p+ l)(t-p+ 2). 

More in general, in [12], Yoshinaga proved the following. 

Theorem2.5 
Let Ab e a central arrangement m lF . Ifx(A,p1-2) = 0, then A is free with exponents (l,p, ... ,p1-2, IAI -1-
p-... _ pl-2). 

3 Change of characteristic 

From now on we will assume that A = { H 1, ... , H n} is a central arrangement in (Ql1. After getting rid of the 

denominators, we can suppose that a; E Z[x1, ... , 叫 forall i = 1, ... , n, and hence that Q(A) = n~=l°'i E 

Z[x1, ... , 叫.Moreover, we can also assume that there exists no prime number p that divides any a;. 
Let p be a prime number. Consider the image of Q(A) under the canonical homomorphism 

1rp: Z[x1, ... , 叫→ lF走1,... , 叫．

If叫 Q(A))is reduced, we will say that the prime number pis good for A. Notice that there is a finite number of 
primes p that are not good for A. 

Let now p be a good prime for A, and consider Ap the arrangement in JFt defined by叫 Q(A)).Hence, by 
construction, Q(Ap) =叫Q(A))cl Oanditisreduced. 

Theorem3.6 
If Ais free in (Ql1 with exponents (e1, ... , 釘）， thenAp is free in JFt with exponents (e1, ... , e1), for all good primes 
except possibly a finite number of them. 

Since the number of not good primes for A is finite, we have the following. 

Corollary 3.7 
Let A be a central arrangement inぜandpa large prime number. If A is free in (Q)1 with exponents (e1, ... , e1), 

then Ap is free in JFt with exponents (e1, ... , 釘）．

Example3.8 
Consider A the arrangement in (Ql4 as the cone of Al-2,2l the Shi-Catalan arrangement of type B. As described 

in [4], A is free with exponents (1, 13, 15, 17). Now, 5, 7 and 11 are all good prime numbers for A. A direct 
computation shows that the arrangement A5 overlF5 is free with exponents (1, 5, 15, 25). However, both A7 over 
lF7 and A11 overlF11 are not free. Moreover, for any other good prime numberp, Ap overlFp is free with exponents 
(1, 13, 15, 17). 
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Denote by J(A)z the ideal of Z[x1, ... , 叫 generatedby Q(A) and its partial derivatives. 

Lemma3.9 
The number of distinct prime numbers that are zero divisors in Z[x1, ... , 叫/J(A)z is finite. Moreover, these 

zero divisors can be computed via the computation of a minim:il strong Grabner basis of J(A)z. 

Theorem 3.10 

Let A be a central arrangement in (Q1. Let p be a good prime number for A that does not divide n and that is a 

non-zero divisor in Z[x1, ... , 叫/J(A)z. If Av is free in IF~with exponents (e1, ... , ez), then A is free in (Q1 with 

exponents (e1, ... , 釘）．

In Theorem 3.10, the assumption that the prime pis a non-zero divisor in Z[x1, ... , 叫/J(A)z is fundamental. 
In fact we have the following. 

Example 3.11 

Consider the arrangement Aこ(Q3with defining polynomial Q(A) = z(x + 2y-4z)(y + 4z)(x + 3y-6z). A is 

non free and both 2 and 3 are zero divisors in Z[x1, ... , 叫/J(A)z. In fact, we have that 3(y2丑+2yz3 -8z4) E 

J(A)z butyデ+2yz3 -8z4 r/: J(A)z, and similarly 2(xy丑+4yデ +4x丑+8yz3 -32zりEJ(A)z but 

xyz2 + 4y2丑+4x丑+8yz3 -32z4 r/: J(A)z. However, both A2 and A3 are free with exponents (1, 1, 2). 

By Lemma 3.9, the number of prime numbers that are zero divisors in Z[x1, ... , 切]/J(A)z is finite. Hence, 
putting together Corollary 3.7 and Theorem 3.10, we have the following. 

Corollary 3.12 

Let A be a central arrangement in (Q1 and p a large prime number. Av is free in IF~with exponents (e1, ... , ez) if 

and only if A is free in (Q1 with exponents (e1, ... , 釘）．

From Theorems 2.4 and 3.10, we have the following. 

Theorem 3.13 

Let A be a central arrangement in (Q3. Let p be a good prime number for A that does not divide IAI and that is a 

non-zero divisor in Z[x1, x□ 3]/ J(A)z. Then the following facts hold true. 

1. When IAI ::>: 2p,Aisfreeifx(Ap,p) = 0. 

2. When IAI = 2p-l, Aisfreeifeitherx(Av,P) = 0 orx(Av,t) = (t-I)(t-p+ 1)2. 

3. When IAI = 2p -2, Ais free if eitherx(Av,P) = 0 orx(Av, t) = (t -l)(t -p + l)(t -p + 2). 

More in general, from Theorems 2.5 and 3.10, we have the following. 

Theorem 3.14 
Let A be a central arrangement in (Q1. Let p be a good prime number for A that does not divide Al and that is a 

non-zero divisor in Z[x1, ... , xz]/ J(A)z. Ifx(Av,P1-2) = 0, then A is free with exponents (l,p, ... ,p1-2, Al-
1-2 1-p-... -p). 

Example 3.15 
Consider the arrangement A in (Q3 with defining polynomial Q(A) = xyz(xーリ）(x+切(x-z)(x + z)(y -

z) (y + z). Now, p = 5 is a good prime number for A that does not divide IAI = 9 and that is a non-zero divisor 

in Z[x, y, z]/ J(A)z. A direct computations shows that, x(A5, t) = (t -l)(t -3)(t -5) and hence, by Theorem 
3.13 or 3.14, A is free with exponents (1, 3, 5). Notice that in this case, A and A5 have isomorphic intersection 

lattice, hence p = 5 is a "large prime number". However, in general, it is difficult to detect when a prime number 
is "large" enough. 
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4 Arrangement package for CoCoA 

In order to test our theorems and play with ex皿 pies,we wrote the package arrangements for the software 

CoCoA, see [8]. This package is part of the official release CoCoA-5.2.4. 

This package allows the user to easily define any hyperplane arrangement as a list of linear polynomials. More-

over, several known families of arrangements are already implemented (see CoCoA's help function ? Ar rF ami 1 y). 

For example, we construct the Braid arrangement (i.e. the arrangement in K1 with equation IJ1全くj9叫ーXj= 0) 
in CoCoA as follows: 

/**I use S : := QQ[x, y, z]; 
/**/ A := ArrBraid(S, 3); A; 
[x-y, x-z, y-z] 

With this package, we can compute several combinatorial invariants of hyperplane arrangements. For example, 

we construct the flats of the intersection lattice, the characteristic polynomial, the Tutte polynomials, and the Betti 

numbers of the Braid arrangement in CoCoA as follows: 

/**/ ArrFlats (A); 
[ [ideal (0)], [ideal (x-y), ideal (x-z), ideal (y-z)], [ideal (x-z, y-z)]] 

I** I ArrCharPoly (A); 
t'3-3*t'2+2*t 
l**I ArrTuttePoly(A); 
t [1]・2+t [1] +t [2] 
I** I ArrBettiNumbers (A); 
[1, 3, 2] 

We can also compute various algebraic invariants. For example, we construct the Orlik-Terao ideal and the 

Solomon-Terao ideal of the Braid arrangement in CoCoA as follows: 

I** I OrlikTeraoideal (A); 
ideal(y[l]*y[2]-y[l]*y[3]+y[2]*y[3]) 
/**/ f := x・2+y・2+z・2; 
/**I SolomonTeraoideal(A, f); 

ideal (2 *X+2 *Y+2 * z, 2 *X*Y-2*y・2+2 *X* z-2* z・2, 2 *X*Y* z-2 *X*Z・2-2 *Y*Z・2+2 * z・3) 

In addition, several functions for the class of free hyperplane arrangements are implemented. We check free-

ness, compute a Saito's matrix and the exponents of the arrangement in Example 2.1 in CoCoA as follows: 

l**I use S : :~QQ[x, y, z]; 
l**I A :~[x, y, z, x-y, x+z, y+z, x+y+z]; 
I** I IsArrFree (A); 
true 
I** I ArrDerModule (A) ; 
matrix(/*RingWithID (4, "QQ[x, y, z] ") *I 

[ [x, 0, OJ, 
[y, X*Y*Z-y'2*Z, x'2*y-y'3], 

[z, -2*X*Y*Z-X*z'2-2*Y*Z'2-z'3, x'2*z+3*X*Y*Z+3*X*z'2+3*Y*Z'2+2*z'3]]) 
l**I ArrExponents (A); 
[1, 3, 3] 

/**/ use F2 : :~ZZ/ (2) [x, y, z]; 
/**I A2 :~[x, y, z, x-y, x+z, y+z, x+y+z]; 
/**/ IsArrFree (A2); 
true 
/ ** / ArrDerModule (A2) ; 
matrix(/*RingWithID(25, "RingWithID(24)[x, y, z]")*/ 

[[x, O, OJ, 

[y, X*y+y'2, OJ, 
[z, X*Z+z'2, x'2*Y*Z+X*y'2*z+x'2*z'2+X*Y*Z'2+y'2*z'2+z'4]]) 

l**I ArrExponents (A2); 
[1, 2, 4] 
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This package allows also to do computations with multiarrangements. We construct the Ziegler's multirestric-
tion of a given arrangement, compute its Saito's matrix and its multi-exponents in CoCoA as follows: 

l**I use S : :-QQ[x, y, z]; 
l**I A :- [x, y, z, x-y, x-y-z, x-y+2*z]; 
/**/ B :-MultiArrRestrictionZiegler(A, z); B; 

[ [ y [ 1 l , 1 l , [ y [ 2 l , 1 l , [ y [ 1 l -y [ 2 l , 3 l l 
I**/ MultiArrDerModule (B); 
matrix(/*RingWithID (18, "QQ[y[l], y[2]] ") */ 
[[y[l]*y[2], y[1]'3], 
[y[l]*y[2], 3*y[1]'2*y[2]-3*y[l]*y[2]'2+y[2]'3]]) 

l**I MultiArrExponents (B); 
[2, 3] 

l**I ArrExponents (A); 
[1, 2, 3] 
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